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devices. A cryptographic scheme typically “scrambles” or
“unscrambles” information using a data-permutation algorithm
and a short cryptographic key. The security of the scheme
depends on the properties of the algorithm and the quality and
secrecy of the key. Thus, cryptographic keys need to be created
and managed carefully. In particular, they need to be protected atrest and in-transit, which itself calls for the use of various
cryptographic schemes.

ABSTRACT
In this poster, we describe a one-size-fits-many Intellectual
Property (IP) core which integrates advanced key management
technology and streaming encryption into a single component to
protect data in-transit.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
E.3 [Data Encryption]: Public key cryptosystems; Standards

Although many cryptographic schemes have been standardized
and implemented efficiently in software and hardware, these
solutions are not universally used or embedded in devices. The
two main reasons are the lack of generic, easy-to-deploy, and
easy-to-use solutions for key management, and the challenge of
integrating various cryptographic and key management
components into a holistically secure design. While individual
cryptographic components exist and may be known to be secure,
there is no known recipe for integrating different components into
secure designs that guarantee security of keys and other
information, at-rest and in-transit. It is in such integration that
major challenges exist and vulnerabilities are oftentimes
introduced.
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PROBLEM
Modern cryptography offers a variety of schemes for the
protection of information at-rest on devices and in-transit among

SOLUTION
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MIT Lincoln Laboratory developed a one-size-fits-many
Intellectual Property (IP) core, called SHAMROCK1.
SHAMROCK integrates advanced key management technology
and streaming encryption into a single component to protect data
in-transit. It is designed for low Size, Weight, and Power
applications and can be embedded into a wide variety of devices,
enabling entire systems to be secured with the same component.
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SHAMROCK stands for Self-contained
Cryptography and Key-management.

High-Assurance

MicRO

Inn this poster, we
w describe the SHAMROCK embedment, keeym
management fun
nctionality, upg
gradeability and
d performance in
teerms of energy and
a speed.

OCK IP core.
central micro-controlleer and is a part oof the SHAMRO
It mannages and coorddinates a number of hardwaree-accelerated
cryptoggraphic functionns implemented in VHDL. Kinntex-7 is the
latest ggeneration of X
XILINX’s FPGA
As, with the sstatic power
consum
mption being m
much lower (moore than 50%) tthan that of
Virtexx-6.

U
Using a simplee, accessible
innterface, a devicce containing
S
SHAMROCK chip
c
can use
thhe
SH
HAMROCK’s
ccryptographic components,
ssuch as an Advanced
E
Encryption Stan
ndard (AES)
ccipher core, to seecure its data
innternally and to protect its
ccommunication with
w other devicces [1]. The device can also use
u
S
SHAMROCK to handle all of th
he key managem
ment tasks requireed
ffor the operation of the cryptograaphic componen
nts.
T
These key manaagement tasks may include op
perations such as
ccreating cryptogrraphic keys, asso
ociating keys wiith their purposees,
pprotecting keys at
a rest in both volatile
v
and non-volatile memorry,
m
making keys avaailable for autho
orized encryption
ns and authorizeed
ddecryptions, dellivering keys securely to au
uthorized remo
ote
ddevices, archivin
ng keys, evolvin
ng keys with tim
me, retiring key
ys,
eetc. SHAMROC
CK integrates all of the components into a sellfccontained, secu
ure design theereby simplifyin
ng the task of
inncorporating cry
yptographic protections into appllications.

Figure 1. Kin
ntex 7 Dynamiic Power (50M
MHz)

W
While a self-con
ntained, integratted crypto and key managemeent
ssolution is novel in itself, we hav
ve made a numbeer of inventions in
ccreating this inteegrated design. One
O of the innov
vations is a way to
aattain high perforrmance, low pow
wer, flexibility, and
a extensibility
y–
aall at the same time.
t
This is acchieved by impllementing certaiin,
tyypically computtationally deman
nding
ccomponents, succh as the stan
ndard
ccryptographic fu
unctions, directlly in
hhardware (for ex
xample using VH
HDL
[2]), while other components, such
aas key managem
ment protocols, in a
hhigher-level lang
guage, such as C, in a
ssoftcore micro-ccontroller insidee the
inntegrated circu
uit. The soft--core
m
micro-controller,, allows for diffferent key manaagement protoco
ols
aand their extenssions to be easily created for and deployed in
S
SHAMROCK, even after th
he integrated circuit core is
m
manufactured an
nd integrated in
nto an applicatio
on. The hardwaare
im
mplementations of the cryptog
graphic compon
nents used by th
he
aapplication and by the key maanagement com
mponents facilitaate
loower-power, higher-speed
h
operations.
o
Otther innovations
sstrengthen securiity through hard
dware design and
d reduce the effo
ort
aand cost of verify
ying and modify
ying the design.

F
Figure 2. Keyy Managementt Function Tim
ming
(FPGA@
@50MHz / CP
PU@72MHz)
Figure 1 shows the dyynamic power consumption on Kintex-7 of
the diffferent cryptograpphic operations iin SHAMROCK
K. Typically,
most oof these operattions would runn infrequently, except for
Stream
ming AES, whichh protects appliccation data. Com
mparing the
two figgures, observe thhat dynamic pow
wer is significanttly less than
static ppower, especially for Streaminng AES. Key m
management
functioons, such as thee generation andd processing off key wraps,
involvee a whole set of cryptographic ooperations. Figuure 2 depicts
the tim
me to perform these two opperations on Kiintex-7 and
comparres them to thosse on an ARM Cortex M3 miccroprocessor
[5]. Thhe former is closse to an order oof magnitude fasster than the
ARM C
CPU.
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